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Abstract: Bi-Decomposition is a powerful approach for the synthesis of multi-level
combinational circuits because it utilizes the properties of the given functions to find
small circuits, with low power consumption and low delay. Compact bi-decompo-
sitions restrict the variables in the support of the decomposition functions as much
as possible. Methods to find compact AND-, OR-, or XOR-bi-decompositions for a
given completely specified function are well known.
A lattice of Boolean functions represents all possible functions which are defined
by an incompletely specified function. Lattices of Boolean Functions significantly in-
crease the possibilities to synthesize a minimal circuit. However, so far only methods
to find compact AND- or OR-bi-decompositions for lattices of Boolean functions are
known. This gap, i.e., a method to find a compact XOR-bi-decomposition for a lattice
of Boolean functions, has been closed by the approach suggested in this paper.
Keywords: synthesis, combinational circuit, lattice of Boolean functions, XOR-bi-
decomposition, Boolean Differential Calculus, derivative operations.
1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of all decomposition methods in circuit design is to find decomposition
functions that are simpler than the given function. The bi-decomposition is an ap-
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proach that decomposes a given Boolean function into two simpler decomposition
functions which are combined by an AND-, an OR-, or an XOR-gate. For the aim
of simplification, the bi-decomposition utilizes the properties of the given Boolean
function to design circuit structures of a small area, low power consumption, and
low delay [1].
There are several types of bi-decompositions. Both decomposition functions
of each strong bi-decomposition are simpler than the given function because they
depend on fewer variables. Unfortunately, there are functions for which no strong
bi-decomposition exists. Le [2] bridged this gap by means of the weak bi-decom-
position. He found that each function, for which neither a weak OR bi-decom-
position nor a weak AND bi-decomposition exists, can be simplified by a strong
XOR bi-decomposition. A simplified proof of the completeness of the strong and
weak bi-decomposition is given in [3, 4]. An implementation that reuses already
decomposed blocks outperforms other synthesis approaches [5]. A drawback of the
weak bi-decomposition is that the synthesized circuits can have a large difference
between the shortest and the longest path (unbalanced circuits).
Recently, vectorial bi-decompositions were suggested as supplement to strong
and weak bi-decompositions [6, 7]. The decomposition functions of these bi-
decompositions are simpler than the given function because they are independent
of the simultaneous change of several variables. Vectorial bi-decompositions can
exist for functions without any strong bi-decomposition. Benefits of the vectorial
bi-decomposition are their contribution to balanced circuits and the increased num-
ber of decomposition possibilities in comparison to the strong bi-decomposition.
All bi-decomposition approaches mentioned above utilize the Boolean Differential
Calculus (BDC) [3, 4, 8–12] to find optimal bi-decompositions.
There are several other approaches of bi-decompositions which demonstrate the
interest on this useful synthesis method; however, these other approaches are not
directly helpful to solve the problem explored in this paper. In [13] a method for
disjoint bi-decompositions with an extension to non-disjoint bi-decompositions for
a single common variable are suggested. A graph-based approach for bi-decompo-
sitions was suggested in [14]. Unfortunately, the used benchmarks in [5] and [14]
overlap only partially. One common benchmark is t481 where our approach from
[5] outperforms the graph-based approach from [14] in the number of gates (17/25).
Recently, semi-tensor products of matrices were suggested for bi-decompositions
of Boolean and multi-valued functions [15]. However, this paper does not contain
experimental results of benchmark circuits.
It is a property of the given function whether it can be decomposed into two
simpler decomposition functions using a certain type of bi-decomposition. The
possibility to find a bi-decomposition increases when the function to decompose
can be chosen from a lattice of Boolean functions. Incompletely specified functions
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Abstract. In an overview of Horizontal Current Bipolar Transistor (HCBT) 
technology, the state-of-the-art integrated silicon bipolar transistors are de cribed 
which exhibit fT and fmax of 51 GHz and 61 GHz and fTBVCEO product of 173 GHzV that 
are among the highest-performance implanted-base, silicon bipolar transistors. HBCT 
is integrated with CMOS in a considerably lower-cost fabrication sequence as 
compared to standard vertical-current bipolar transistors with only 2 or 3 additional 
masks and fewer process steps. Due to its specific structure, the charge sharing effect 
can be employed to increase BVCEO without sacrificing fT and fmax. Moreover, the 
electric field can be engineered just by manipulating the lithography masks achieving 
the high-voltage HCBTs with breakdowns up to 36 V integrated in the same process 
flow with high-speed devices, i.e. at zero additional costs. Double-balanced active 
mixer circuit is designed and fabricated in HCBT technology. The maximum IIP3 of 
17.7 dBm at mixer current of 9.2 mA and conversion gain of -5 dB are achieved. 
Key words: BiCMOS technology, Bipolar transistors, Horizontal Current Bipolar 
Transistor, Radio frequency integrated circuits, Mixer, High-voltage 
bipolar transistors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In th  highly competitive wireless communication markets, the RF circuits and 
sy ems are fabricated in th  technologies that are very ost-sensitive. In rder to 
mi imize the fabrication costs, the sub-10 GHz applications can be processed by using the 
high-vo ume silicon technologies. It has been identified that the optimum solution might 
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proach that decomposes a given Boolean function into two simpler decomposition
functions which are combined by an AND-, an OR-, or an XOR-gate. For the aim
of simplification, the bi-decomposition utilizes the properties of the given Boolean
function to design circuit structures of a small area, low power consumption, and
low delay [1].
There are several types of bi-decompositions. Both decomposition functions
of each strong bi-decomposition are simpler than the given function because they
depend on fewer variables. Unfortunately, there are functions for which no strong
bi-decomposition exists. Le [2] bridged this gap by means of the weak bi-decom-
position. He found that each function, for which neither a weak OR bi-decom-
position nor a weak AND bi-decomposition exists, can be simplified by a strong
XOR bi-decomposition. A simplified proof of the completeness of the strong and
weak bi-decomposition is given in [3, 4]. An implementation that reuses already
decomposed blocks outperforms other synthesis approaches [5]. A drawback of the
weak bi-decomposition is that the synthesized circuits can have a large difference
between the shortest and the longest path (unbalanced circuits).
Recently, vectorial bi-decompositions were suggested as supplement to strong
and weak bi-decompositions [6, 7]. The decomposition functions of these bi-
decompositions are simpler than the given function because they are independent
of the simultaneous change of several variables. Vectorial bi-decompositions can
exist for functions without any strong bi-decomposition. Benefits of the vectorial
bi-decomposition are their contribution to balanced circuits and the increased num-
ber of decomposition possibilities in comparison to the strong bi-decomposition.
All bi-decomposition approaches mentioned above utilize the Boolean Differential
Calculus (BDC) [3, 4, 8–12] to find optimal bi-decompositions.
There are several other approaches of bi-decompositions which demonstrate the
interest on this useful synthesis method; however, these other approaches are not
directly helpful to solve the problem explored in this paper. In [13] a method for
disjoint bi-decompositions with an extension to non-disjoint bi-decompositions for
a single common variable are suggested. A graph-based approach for bi-decompo-
sitions was suggested in [14]. Unfortunately, the used benchmarks in [5] and [14]
overlap only partially. One common benchmark is t481 where our approach from
[5] outperforms the graph-based approach from [14] in the number of gates (17/25).
Recently, semi-tensor products of matrices were suggested for bi-decompositions
of Boolean and multi-valued functions [15]. However, this paper does not contain
experimental results of benchmark circuits.
It is a property of the given function whether it can be decomposed into two
simpler decomposition functions using a certain type of bi-decomposition. The
possibility to find a bi-decomposition increases when the function to decompose
can be chosen from a lattice of Boolean functions. Incompletely specified functions
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were traditionally used as a source of a lattice of Boolean functions. The ON-set-
function fq(x) and the OFF-set-function fr(x) are the preferred mark functions
of these lattices. The introduction of derivative operations for lattices of Boolean
functions [4, 16, 17] facilitates the application of lattices in circuit design.
A strong bi-decomposition divides the variables of the function to decompose
into three disjoint subsets. The variables xa control only the decomposition func-
tion g, the variables xb control only the decomposition function h, and the variables
xc are commonly used for both the decomposition functions g and h. The more
variables in the dedicated sets of variables xa and xb the simpler are the decom-
position functions g and h. A compact strong bi-decomposition uses the largest
possible sets of xa and xb.
There are formulas [3, 4, 10–12] containing operations of the Boolean Differen-
tial Calculus that can be used to decide whether a lattice of Boolean functions con-
tains a compact strong AND- or a compact strong OR-bi-decomposition. Unfor-
tunately, so far it is only possible to find a compact strong XOR-bi-decomposition
for a single decomposition function or to assign only a single variable to the set
xa for the check whether a lattice of Boolean functions contains a strong XOR-
bi-decomposition [18]. We suggest in this paper an approach to find also compact
strong XOR-bi-decompositions for a lattice of Boolean functions. This newmethod
combines the ideas of simplifications used in both the strong and the vectorial bi-
decomposition. Hence, we are going to solve a problem that is more than 20 years
known as unsolved.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes lat-
tices of Boolean functions and single derivatives of functions belonging to such
a lattice. Section 3 summarizes the known approach to find and determine non-
compact XOR-bi-decompositions. Section 4 introduces into the theory of compact
XOR-bi-bi-decompositions, concludes the main theorem and the consequence for
compact XOR-bi-bi-decompositions, and provides two consecutive algorithms that
solve this task using XBOOLE [19, 20]. Section 5 demonstrates the benefits of the
suggested new decomposition method by means of a simple example. Section 6
concludes the paper.
2 LATTICES OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
Lattices of Boolean functions occur, e.g., in circuit design where each function of
the lattice can be chosen as a function to realize the circuit structure. Hence, lattices
of Boolean functions provide a possibility for optimization in circuit design.
Widely used are lattices which can be modeled as incompletely specified func-
tion (ISF). Such an incompletely specified Boolean function divides the 2n patterns
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x of the Boolean space Bn into three disjoint sets:
x ∈ don’t-care-set⇔ fϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) = 1
⇔ it is allowed to choose the function value of
f (x) without any restrictions;
x ∈ ON-set ⇔ fq(x1, . . . ,xn) = 1
⇔ ( fϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) = 0)∧ ( f (x1, . . . ,xn) = 1) ;
x ∈ OFF-set ⇔ fr(x1, . . . ,xn) = 1
⇔ ( fϕ(x1, . . . ,xn) = 0)∧ ( f (x1, . . . ,xn) = 0) .
Each pair of these mark functions can be used to specify all functions of the lattice.
A function f (x) belongs to the lattice L
〈
fq(x), fr(x)
〉
if
fq(x)≤ f (x)≤ fr(x) .
The single derivatives with regard to xi of all functions of a lattice L
〈
fq(x), fr(x)
〉
results again in a lattice of Boolean function that is specified by the mark functions:
f ∂xiq (x1) =maxxi
fq(xi,x1)∧max
xi
fr(xi,x1) , (1)
f ∂xir (x1) =minxi
fq(xi,x1)∨min
xi
fr(xi,x1) . (2)
3 KNOWN NON-COMPACT XOR-BI-DECOMPOSITIONS FOR LATTICES
OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
A lattice of Boolean functions L
〈
fq(xa,xb,xc), fr(xa,xb,xc)
〉
contains at least one
function f (xa,xb,xc) that is strongly XOR-bi-decomposable with regard to the sin-
gle variable xa and the set of variables xb if and only if
max
xb
m f ∂xaq (xb,xc)∧ f ∂xar (xb,xc) = 0 . (3)
The decomposition function g(xa,xc) of this XOR-bi-decomposition is uniquely
specified by
g(xa,xc) = xa∧maxxb
m f ∂xaq (xb,xc) , (4)
and the associated decomposition function h(xb,xc) can be chosen from the lattice
with the mark functions
hq(xb,xc) =max
xa
((g(xa,xc)∧ fq(xa,xb,xc))∨ (g(xa,xc)∧ fr(xa,xb,xc))) , (5)
hr(xb,xc) =max
xa
((g(xa,xc)∧ fr(xa,xb,xc))∨ (g(xa,xc)∧ fq(xa,xb,xc))) . (6)
More details about strong and weak bi-decompositions are given in [3, 4, 10, 11].
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4 COMPACT XOR-BI-DECOMPOSITION FOR LATTICES OF BOOLEAN
FUNCTIONS
A compact bi-decomposition is determined by maximal numbers of variables in the
dedicated sets xa and xb. The number of commonly used variables xc is as small as
possible, and consequently the decomposition functions g(xa,xc) and h(xb,xc) will
be the simplest in case of a desirable compact bi-decomposition.
Condition (3) allows us to find a maximal number of possible variables for the
dedicated set xb of an XOR-bi-decomposition, but it unfortunately restricts to a
single variable xa of the dedicated set xa. As initial solution we can calculate the
decomposition function g(xa,xc) using (4) and the lattice L
〈
hq(xb,xc),hr(xb,xc)
〉
,
using (5) and (6), from which the decomposition function h(xb,xc) can be chosen.
The set of all variables x is distributed to the three disjoint sets xa = xa, xb, and xc.
We assume that xb contains as much as possible variables, because it can be
verified by (3) that no other variable can be added to the dedicated set xb without
loosing the property of an XOR-bi-decomposition of the given lattice. A given
XOR-bi-decomposition is not compact if at least one variable can be moved from
xc to xa. Moving a variable xi from xc to xa does not change the set of variables the
function g(xa,xc) is depending on; however, it reduces the support of the function
h(xb,xc). The set of variables xc is split into xi and xc0.
Due to the evaluation of Condition (3) for all variables, we know that the
function h(xb,xc) depends on all variables (xb,xc). Hence, only another function
h′(xb,xc0) is able to solve the problem. In the context of the XOR-bi-decomposi-
tion, the following transformation steps show the key idea to solve the problem:
g(xa0,xc)⊕h(xb,xc) (7)
= g(xa0,xc0,xi)⊕h(xb,xc0,xi) (8)
= g(xa0,xc0,xi)⊕ (xi⊕h′(xb,xc0)) (9)
= (g(xa0,xc0,xi)⊕ xi)⊕h′(xb,xc0) (10)
= g′(xa0,xi,xc0)⊕h′(xb,xc0) (11)
= g′(xa,xc0)⊕h′(xb,xc0) ; (12)
• the step from (7) to (8) emphasizes the variable xi as element of the given set
of variables xc;
• the step from (8) to (9) requires that the function h(xb,xc0,xi) is linear in xi.
This property enables or prohibits the whole transformation;
• the step from (9) to (10) moves the variable xi to the other decomposition
function of the XOR-bi-decomposition;
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• the step from (10) to (11) includes the variable xi into the new decompo-
sition function g′(xa0,xi,xc0). This transformation is possible without any
restriction;
• the step from (11) to (12) emphasizes that xi does not belong to the com-
monly used variables xc0, because h′(xb,xc0) does not depend on xi; hence,
xi extends the dedicated set of variables xa0 to xa = (xa,xi).
The only condition for the transformation from (7) to (12) is that the lattice
L
〈
hq(xb,xc),hr(xb,xc)
〉
contains at least one function that satisfies:
∂h(x1,xi)
∂xi
= 1 .
Theorem 1 (Linear Separation of a Variable for a Function of a Lattice)
A lattice L
〈
hq(xb,xc),hr(xb,xc)
〉
contains at least one function h(x1,xi) that can
be represented by
h(x1,xi) = xi⊕h′(x1) (13)
if and only if the condition
h∂xir (x1) = 0 (14)
is satisfied.
Proof 1
necessary: Due to Condition (14) the lattice L
〈
hq(xb,xc),hr(xb,xc)
〉
contains at
least one function that satisfies
∂h(x1,xi)
∂xi
= 1 . (15)
It is well-known that (15) is satisfied if the function h(x1,xi) is linear
with regard to the variable xi as shown in (13). Hence, we have Theo-
rem 1 in the direction (14)⇒ (13).
sufficient: Function h(x1,xi) (13) belongs to the lattice L
〈
hq(xb,xc),hr(xb,xc)
〉
so that it holds:
hq(xb,xc)≤ h(x1,xi)≤ hr(xb,xc) . (16)
Using (13), the inequality (16) can be split into the two inequalities
hq(xb,xc)≤ h(x1,xi) = xi⊕h′(x1)
hq(xb,xc)≤ (xi∨h′(x1))(xi∨h′(x1)) , (17)
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and
hr(xb,xc)≥ h(x1,xi) = xi⊕h′(x1)
hr(xb,xc)≤ h(x1,xi) = xi⊕h′(x1)
hr(xb,xc)≤ (xi∨h′(x1))(xi∨h′(x1)) . (18)
The right-hand-side functions of (17) and (18) are equal to or larger
than the mark functions hq(xb,xc) and hr(xb,xc). The mark function
h∂xir (x1) of Condition (14) is defined by:
h∂xir (x1) =minxi
hq(xi,x1)∨min
xi
hr(xi,x1) . (19)
Now, we substitute the function h(x1,xi) of (17) for hq(xb,xc) and the
function h(x1,xi) of (18) for hr(xb,xc) into (19). These functions are
equal to or larger than the replaced functions. So we get:
h∂xir (x1) = minxi
(
(xi∨h′(x1))∧ (xi∨h′(x1))
)
∨
min
xi
(
(xi∨h′(x1))∧ (xi∨h′(x1))
)
= min
xi
(xi∨h′(x1))∧min
xi
(xi∨h′(x1))∨
min
xi
(xi∨h′(x1))∧min
xi
(xi∨h′(x1))
=
(
h′(x1)∨min
xi
(xi)
)
∧
(
h′(x1)∨min
xi
(xi)
)
∨(
h′(x1)∨min
xi
(xi)
)
∧
(
h′(x1)∨min
xi
(xi)
)
=
(
h′(x1)∨0
)∧(h′(x1)∨0)∨ (h′(x1)∨0)∧(h′(x1)∨0)
= h′(x1)∧h′(x1)∨h′(x1)∧h′(x1)
= 0∨0
= 0 .
Hence, Condition (14) is not only satisfied for the two mark functions
hq(xb,xc) and hr(xb,xc), but also for the function (13) which is linear
with regard to xi and belongs to the evaluated lattice. That shows the
implication (13)⇒ (14) and completes Theorem 1.
Consequence 1 An XOR-bi-decomposition is compact, if the set of variables xb is
as large as possible (verified by Condition (3)), and within an iterative procedure
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all variables xi of the initial set xc that satisfy Condition (14) are used to transform
g(xa0,xc0,xi) to g′(xa,xc0) by
g′(xa,xc0) = xi⊕g(xa0,xc0,xi) (20)
and the associated new lattice L
〈
h′q(xb,xc0),h′r(xb,xc0)
〉
is adjusted by
h′q(xb,xc0) =maxxi
(xi hq(xb,xc0,xi)∨ xi hr(xb,xc0,xi)) , (21)
h′r(xb,xc0) =maxxi
(xi hr(xb,xc0,xi)∨ xi hq(xb,xc0,xi)) . (22)
A precondition for a compact XOR-bi-decomposition is the existence of two
variables xa and xb for which the given lattice L
〈
fq(x), fr(x)
〉
contains at least one
function which has a strong XOR-bi-decomposition with regard to these variables.
Algorithm 1 analyzes whether there is an XOR-bi-decomposition for the given lat-
tice with regard to one pair of variables xa and xb. Algorithm 1 determines these
variables if they exist.
Algorithm 1 Initial XOR-bi-decomposition of the lattice L
〈
fq(x), fr(x)
〉
with re-
gard to the variables xa and xb
Require: TVLs of fq(x)and fr(x) in ODA-form
Ensure: Boolean variable hasXORbd: it is true if the given lattice contains at least
one XOR-bi-decomposable function and f alse otherwise
Ensure: set of variables (SV) of xa and xb: variables for which the lattice contains
at least one function with a strong XOR-bi-decomposition
1: all var← SV UNI( fq, fr)
2: hasXORbd← f alse
3: xa ← /0
4: while hasXORbd∧SV NEXT(all var,xa,xa) do
5: xb ← xa
6: f ∂xaq ← ISC(MAXK( fq,xa),MAXK( fr,xa))
7: f ∂xar ← UNI(MINK( fq,xa),MINK( fr,xa))
8: while hasXORbd∧SV NEXT(all var,xb,xb) do
9: if TE ISC(MAXK( f ∂xaq ,xb), f ∂xar ) then
10: hasXORbd← true
11: end if
12: end while
13: end while
14: return (hasXORbd,xa,xb)
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Algorithm 1 uses two nested while-loops for the selection of the variables xa
and xb. The basic set of all variables is prepared in line 1 using the XBOOLE-
function SV UNI (set of variables - union). The sequential selection of the variables
xa and xb is realized by two XBOOLE-functions SV NEXT (set of variables - next
variable) that control these while-loops. The variable hasXORbd is used to indicate
the Boolean result whether the lattice contains at least one function with a strong
XOR-bi-decomposition. This variable is also used to terminate both while-loops if
a strong XOR-bi-decomposition is detected.
XBOOLE-functions ISC (intersection), UNI (union), MAXK (k-fold maxi-
mum), andMINK (k-fold minimum) calculate in lines 6 and 7 the mark functions of
the derivative of the given lattice with regard to the single variables xa. XBOOLE-
function TE ISC (test empty - intersection) checks in line 9 Condition (3) for the
strong XOR-bi-decomposition with regard to the actually selected variables xa and
xb. In the case that this condition is satisfied, the control variable hasXORbd is
changed to the value true in line 10.
Algorithm 2 extends a found initial XOR-bi-decomposition to a compact one.
Initial steps determine all variables (line 1), the basic sets of commonly used vari-
ables xc (line 2) and dedicated variables xb (line 3), and the precondition (line 4)
for the selection of variables xb by means of the XBOOLE-function SV NEXT in
line 8.
The mark functions of the derivative of the given lattice with regard to the single
variables xa are needed in Condition (3) to decide about the possibility to extend the
set xb; they are calculated in lines 5 and 6 based on (1) and (2). The help-function
h0 stores the intermediate result of the k-fold maximum with regard to the already
known variables of the set xb (line 7).
The while-loop in lines 8 to 13 extends the set xb to the maximal possible num-
ber of variables of a strong XOR-bi-decomposition for the given lattice. Condition
(3) is verified in line 9 for the temporally extended set xb. If this condition is satis-
fied for the set of variables xb∪ xb, the set of variables xb is permanently extended
in line 10 and the help-function h0 is adjusted in line 11.
Knowing the maximal set of variables xb, basic versions of the wanted functions
can be calculated:
• g(xa,xc) based on (4) in line 14;
• hq(xb,xc) based on (5) in line 15; and
• hr(xb,xc) based on (6) in line 16.
In a second while-loop (lines 20 to 28) the set of variables xa is extended. Initial
steps determine the new set of commonly used variables xc (line 17), the basic set
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Algorithm 2 Compact strong XOR-bi-decomposition of the lattice L
〈
fq(x), fr(x)
〉
Require: TVLs of fq(x) and fr(x); initial SVs of xa and xb
Ensure: TVL of g(xa,xc): decomposition function
Ensure: TVLs of hq(xb,xc) and hr(xb,xc): decomposition lattice
Ensure: SVs of xa, xb, and xc: disjoint sets of variables
1: all var← SV UNI( fq, fr)
2: xc← SV DIF(SV DIF(all var,xa),xb))
3: xb← xb
4: xb← /0
5: f ∂xaq ← ISC(MAXK( fq,xa),MAXK( fr,xa))
6: f ∂xar ← UNI(MINK( fq,xa),MINK( fr,xa))
7: h0←MAXK( f ∂xaq ,xb)
8: while SV NEXT(xc,xb,xb) do
9: if TE ISC(MAXK(h0,xb), f ∂xar ) then
10: xb← SV UNI(xb,xb)
11: h0←MAXK( f ∂xaq ,xb)
12: end if
13: end while
14: g← ISC(SV GET(xa),h0)
15: hq←MAXK(UNI(ISC(g, fq), ISC(g, fr)),xa)
16: hr←MAXK(UNI(ISC(g, fr), ISC(g, fq)),xa)
17: xc← SV DIF(SV DIF(all var,xa),xb))
18: xa← xa
19: xi← /0
20: while SV NEXT(xc,xi,xi) do
21: if TE UNI(MINK(hq,xi),MINK(hr,xi)) then
22: xa← SV UNI(xa,xi)
23: xi← SV GET(xi)
24: g← SYD(xi,g)
25: hq←MAXK(UNI(ISC(xi,hq), ISC(xi,hr)),xi)
26: hr←MAXK(UNI(ISC(xi,hr), ISC(xi,hq)),xi)
27: end if
28: end while
29: xc← SV DIF(xc,xa)
30: return (g,hq,hr,xa,xb,xc)
of variables xa (line 18), and the selection variable xi (line 19) needed to evaluate
the possibility of the extension of xa.
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Condition (14) of Theorem 1 is verified in line 21 using the formula (2) to
determine the OFF-set of the derivative of a lattice with regard to the single variable
xi. If this condition is satisfied:
• the set of variables xa is extended by xi in line 22 using the XBOOLE-
function SV UNI (set of variables - union);
• xi is transformed in line 23 from a set of variables into the TVL representing
x1 = 1 using the XBOOLE-function SV GET (set of variables - get);
• the new function g is calculated in line 24 based on (20) using the XBOOLE-
function SYD (symmetric difference);
• the new ON-set function hq(x) is calculated in line 25 based on (21); and
• the new OFF-set function hr(x) is calculated in line 26 based on (22).
The restriction of the set of commonly used variables xc is realized in line 29 out-
side of the loop, because the unchanged basic set xc is needed in the XBOOLE-
function SV NEXT in line 20 to select the next variable xi. The complement oper-
ations in lines 15, 16, 24, and 25 are realized using the XBOOLE-function CPL.
5 EXAMPLE
5.1 The Chosen Lattice and Conditions for the Synthesis
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 x3
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 x2
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 x1
Φ
Φ Φ
x4 x5 L
〈
fq(x), fr(x)
〉
(a)
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 x3
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 x2
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 x1
x4 x5 y= f (x)
(b)
Fig. 1. Karnaugh-maps of (a) the given lattice, and (b) chosen function of both bi-decompositions.
Figure 1 (a) shows the Karnaugh-map of a lattice of eight Boolean functions.
The simplest multi-level circuit structure for one of these functions must be found
using AND-, OR-, and XOR-gates of two inputs where these inputs arbitrary can
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be negated. The gates can be reused to simplify the circuit. As basis for com-
parison serves a minimal disjunctive form, calculated by means of the well known
Quine McCluskey algorithm. The synthesis of the given lattice of functions by
bi-decompositions has been realized using both the know non-compact XOR-bi-
decomposition and the new compact XOR-bi-decomposition. Using conditions
given in [3, 4, 11] it can be verified that this lattice does not contain any function
which has a strong bi-decomposition with regard to any dedicated sets of variables
xa and xb for an AND- or an OR-gate. Figure 1 (b) shows the function chosen
by both the known and the new bi-decomposition approach. Two don’t-cares are
assigned to 0 and the other to 1. The simplest minimal disjunctive form realizes the
function fq(x) of the lattice where all don’t-cares are assigned to 0.
5.2 Synthesis by Covering Using a Minimal Disjunctive Form
The execution of the Quine McCluskey algorithm results in two minimal disjunc-
tive forms of the same complexity. Both of them realize the ON-set function fq(x)
and require the same number of gates and levels in a circuit. The chosen minimal
disjunctive form is:
fq(x) = (x1x2)x3∨ (x1x2)(x4x5)∨ (x1x2)(x4x5)∨ (x2x3)(x4x5)∨
(x1x2)(x3x4)∨ (x1x3)(x4x5)∨ (x1(x2x3))(x4x5)∨ (x2(x1x3))(x4x5) . (23)
The parentheses in the conjunctions in (23) emphasize the chosen two-input AND-
gates. Figure 2 shows the associated circuit structure in which as much as possible
AND-gates are reused.
The disjunction of eight conjunctions is realized by a tree of seven OR-gates.
Seven AND-gates could be reused to build another conjunction. In total there are
18 AND-gates. The complete circuit consists of 25 two-input gates on six levels.
5.3 Synthesis Using the Known Non-Compact XOR-Bi-Decomposition
Using Condition (3) it was found that the lattice of Figure 1 (a) contains at least one
function that is XOR-bi-decomposable with regard to the single variable xa = x1
and the dedicated set xb = (x3,x5). Hence, the set of commonly used variables
xc = (x2,x4).
The decomposition function g(xa,xc) of an XOR-bi-decomposition is uniquely
specified by (4), and we get
g1(x1,x2,x4) = x1∧ (x2∧ x4) . (24)
It can directly be seen that there is a strong AND-bi-decomposition of g1(x1,x2,x4)
into g2 = x1 and h2 = (x2∧ x4). No further decomposition is needed for these
functions.
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y= fq(x)x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
Fig. 2. Circuit structure synthesized by Quine-McCluskey and reused two-input gates.
y= f (x)
g1g2
h2
h1
g3
h3
g4
h4
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
Fig. 3. Circuit structure synthesized using the old non-compact XOR-bi-decomposition.
The lattice of the decomposition function h1 can be calculated by (5) and (6)
and contains in this example the single function
h1(x2,x3,x4,x5) = (x3∧ (x4⊕ x5))⊕ (x2⊕ x3) . (25)
By means of Condition (3) it can be verified that an XOR-bi-decomposition of
L
〈
h1q,h1r
〉
with regard to xa = x2 and xb = (x4,x5) exists. Hence, only the variable
x3 belongs to the set of commonly used variables xc.
The decomposition function g(xa,xc) of this second XOR-bi-decomposition
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was again calculated by (4):
g3(x2,x3) = x2⊕ x3 .
The lattice L
〈
h3q,h3r
〉
contains only the single function
h3(x3,x4,x5) = x3∧ (x4⊕ x5)
for which a strong AND-bi-decomposition into g4 = x3 and h4 = (x4⊕ x5) exists.
No further decomposition is needed for these functions. Figure 3 shows the syn-
thesized circuit consisting of seven gates on four levels.
5.4 Optimized Synthesis Using the New Compact XOR-Bi-Decomposition
For direct comparison we demonstrated the approach of the utilization of a linearly
separable variable to get a compact XOR-bi-decomposition using the same lattice
(shown in Figure 1 (a)) as before.
y= f (x)
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Fig. 4. Circuit structure synthesized using the new compact XOR-bi-decomposition.
Using Condition (3) in Algorithm 1 the initial XOR-bi-decomposition with re-
gard to the single variables xa = x1 and xb = x3 is found. In the first part of Al-
gorithm 2 (lines 1 to 13) the dedicated set xb could be extended to (x3,x5) due to
the check of variables x2, x4, and x5 within line 9 embedded in the loop of lines 8
to 13. Hence, the basic set of commonly used variables is xc = (x2,x4) which is
determined in line 17.
Algorithm 2 finds by Condition (14) in line 21 in the while-loop in lines 20
to 28 that the so fare detected lattice of h1 contains a function that is linear with
regard to x2. Hence, x2 is included into the set xa in line 22, the new function g1 is
calculated in lines 23 and 24 using the basic function g′1 (24):
g1(x1,x2,x4) = x2⊕g′1(x1,x2,x4)
= x2⊕
(
x1∧ (x2∧ x4)
)
= (x1⊕ x2)∨ (x2∧ x4) . (26)
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Using (21) and (22) the new lattice L
〈
h1q,h1r
〉
is calculated in lines 25 and 26
of Algorithm 2. Due to the special case of the completely specified function h′1 (25)
the result is also a completely specified function that is calculated by (21):
h1(x3,x4,x5) =max
x2
(
x2⊕h′1(x2,x3,x4,x5))
)
=max
x2
(x2⊕ (x3∧ (x4⊕ x5))⊕ (x2⊕ x3))
= (x3∧ (x4⊕ x5))⊕ x3
= (x4⊕ x5)∨ x3 . (27)
Hence, h1(x3,x4,x5) depends only on three variables, and the comparison with
g1(x1,x2,x4) confirms that only the variable x4 is shared. In this way the single
variable of the dedicated set xa is implicitly extended to xa = (x1,x2). Algorithm 2
explicitly realizes this extension in line 22 using the XBOOLE operation SV UNI
(set of variables - union).
The expressions (26) and (27) show that there are OR-bi-decompositions for
both decomposition functions g1 and h1. Figure 4 shows that the circuit structure,
realized be means of the new method, only needs six gates on three levels.
5.5 Comparison of the Synthesis Results
Table 1 summarizes the results of the synthesis of the given lattice of Boolean
functions realized by:
• the covering method using the Quine McCluskey approach to get a minimal
disjunctive form which has been split into two-input gates that are reused as
much as possible;
• the bi-decomposition method where the known XOR-bi-decomposition of a
lattice is restricted to the assignment of a single variable to the dedicated set
xa;
• the bi-decomposition method using the new XOR-bi-decomposition for a
lattice that is able to realize a compact XOR-bi-decomposition.
Both the needed area and the power consumption are estimated by the number
of gates. The benefit of the bi-decomposition in comparison to the covering method
is evident; the number of gates could be reduced, despite the seven reused gates in
the covering approach, from 25 to seven in case of the known bi-decomposition
and even to six when the new compact XOR-bi-decomposition is used. This is a
reduction to 24% of the needed area as well as the power consumption of the new
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Table 1. Comparison of needed area, power consumption, and maximal delay
effect
to used count
covering
method
used XOR-bi-decomposition ratios
known new compact new compactcovering
new compact
known
area number ofgates 25 7 6 24.0 % 85.7 %
power number ofgates 25 7 6 24.0 % 85.7 %
delay
number of
gates in the
longest path
6 4 3 50.0 % 75.0 %
compact XOR-bi-decomposition in comparison to the covering method or to 85.7%
regarding the so far used non-compact XOR-bi-decomposition.
The maximal delay of the synthesized circuit can be estimated by the number
of gates in the longest path that is equal to the number of gate levels. The bi-
decomposition outperforms the covering method also regarding the maximal delay.
The new compact XOR-bi-decomposition was able to reduce the maximal delay
to one half in comparison to the covering method or 75% according to the known
non-compact XOR-bi-decomposition.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Lattices of Boolean functions provide the possibility to choose the function for
which the circuit needs a small area, a low power consumption, and has a short
delay time. The bi-decomposition is a very powerful method to synthesize circuits
that improve these parameters in comparison to covering methods. The theory to
find compact strong bi-decompositions was so far only known for AND- and OR-
gates. However, strong XOR-bi-decompositions were restricted to a single variable
in the dedicated set xa.
The results of this paper close this gap of a missing compact XOR-bi-decom-
position for lattices of Boolean functions. It provides both the needed new theory
and their application in Algorithms using XBOOLE [19, 20] for the calculation of
compact XOR-bi-decompositions for lattices of Boolean functions.
In a very simple example the gate count (needed area, power consumption)
could be reduced to 24 percent in comparison to an exact covering method and to 85
percent regarding the known bi-decomposition. For the same example the length of
the longest path (maximal delay) could be reduced to one half in comparison to an
exact covering method and to 75 percent according to the known bi-decomposition.
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